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Overview

Center Forward Basics
Center Forward brings together
members of Congress, not-for
profits, academic experts, trade
associations, corporations and
unions to find common
ground. Our mission: to give
centrist allies the information
they need to craft common
sense solutions, and provide
those allies the support they
need to turn those ideas into
results.

Shortly after the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) became widespread in the
United States and around the world, many of America’s large and small
businesses stepped up to respond to the crisis, providing relief to their
communities and doing their part to lead an economic comeback. In many cases,
these rapid-response efforts provided necessary resources for the federal
government and filled some of the need gaps for those who have been hit the
hardest. The support has not stopped there. America’s business community has
also augmented its response by giving to charitable organizations and mobilizing
the forces of their partner foundations. Here, we outline some of the work being
done and highlight the long-standing commitments of the business community
to their workers, consumers, and communities.

In order to meet our challenges
we need to put aside the
partisan bickering that has
gridlocked Washington and
come together to find common
sense solutions.

Corporate Foundations
Many large companies establish foundations to provide grants to charitable
organizations on a consistent and more structured basis. These foundations can
provide support in the form of direct cash infusions, fund employee matching
grants, scholarships, supply donations, and other basic necessities. For decades,
these corporate foundations, and charitable foundations supported through
corporate dollars, have given back to causes that align with the mission of the
companies. These foundations address the philanthropic concerns and
objectives of their employees and customers.

For more information, please
visit www.center-forward.org

In recent years, supporting philanthropic and social causes has become more important as boards and corporate management
have considered an integrated approach to their business models. As consumers have increasingly sought brands that align
with their personal beliefs, companies have turned to philanthropic and charitable arms to engage in anti-poverty efforts,
combat climate change initiatives, and support for healthcare systems and educational opportunities for underserved and
disadvantaged communities. These examples are just a few of the ways our nation's business leaders and job creators are
organizing to do their part during a time of need.

Philanthropy and Charity
As a brief overview, some of the responses from America’s business community have included:
●

●

●

Millions of dollars in grants and aid to the American Red Cross, Americares, Direct Relief, Feeding America, Healthcare
Ready, Healthier Kids of Our Future, Meals on Wheels, National Health Care for the Homeless Council, and local
Community Foundations.
Tens of millions of face masks and respirators, face shields, gowns, gloves and other essential medical items and personal
protective equipment (PPE), as well as millions of pharmaceutical dosages for treatment, clinical trials, and to the
Strategic National Stockpile.
Allowing employees who are licensed medical professionals to take paid leave and volunteer on the front lines of the
response in clinics, hospitals, pharmacies, labs, as first responders, and other roles.
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●
●
●
●

Providing free rides and transportation to and from work for medical professionals and other essential employees and
workers.
Providing free digital and television advertising and air time for COVID-19 related public service and public health
announcements.
Upgrading internet and broadband connectivity and access, donating laptops to school districts, and lifting data usage
limits to and waiving late fees.
Increasing access to critical mental health services for frontline workers, donating meals to healthcare workers and first
responders and donating materials and infrastructure needs to local food banks and other local charitable efforts.

Conclusion
Below, you can find links to additional resources and see how the business community continues to innovate and develop
treatment and cures, provide community relief, support workers and employees, and help furnish basic necessities such as
food, shelter, and clothing.

Links to Other Resources
●

Aflac - Aflac Incorporated Donates $5 Million as Part of Company's Overall COVID-19 Pandemic Response

●

Altria - Altria Announces Initial $1 Million Commitment to Support Coronavirus Relief Efforts

●

AmerisourceBergen - The AmerisourceBergen Foundation Commits Global Support to Aid Communities, Individuals and
Associates Impacted by COVID-19

●

American Chemistry Council - COVID-19 Member Response

●

Amgen - Amgen And The Amgen Foundation Commit Up To $12.5 Million To Support COVID-19 Relief Efforts

●

Amgen - Amgen to Donate $500,000 to the Rhode Island COVID-19 Response Fund

●

Anthem - Anthem Waives Cost Share for COVID-19 Treatment

●

Apple - Apple will produce 1 million face shields per week for medical workers

●

Association for Accessible Medicines - Initiatives of AAM Member Companies

●

AT&T - Helping Our Communities in Times of Need

●

Biogen - COVID-19 Update

●

Biogen - Biogen Inc. and Biogen Foundation Covid-19 Relief Efforts

●

BP - Our Response to COVID-19

●

Business Roundtable - Business Roundtable CEOs are Responding to COVID-19

●

Charter Communications - How We’re Supporting Communities Through Coronavirus

●

Cigna - Cigna Foundation and New York Life Foundation Partner to Launch Brave of Heart Fund to Support the Families
of Front-Line Healthcare Workers Who Give Their Lives in the Covid-19 Fight
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●

Coca-Cola - COVID-19 Response: How the Coca-Cola North America System is Supporting Communities and Frontline
Responders

●

Comcast NBC Universal - Comcast NBCUniversal COVID-19 Company Response

●

Facebook - Keeping People Safe and Informed About the Coronavirus

●

First Five Years Fund - Small Business Supports in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act

●

FWD.us - Support Groups Responding to COVID-19

●

International Franchise Association - Pivoting Business to Provide Community Support

●

Merck - COVID-19

●

Pfizer - Pfizer and The Pfizer Foundation Donate $40 Million in Charitable Grants, Expand Product Access and Mobilize
Colleagues to Combat Covid-19 Pandemic

●

Pfizer - Medical Professionals Across Merck & Co., Inc., Pfizer Inc., and Eli Lilly and Company Activate To Support Health
Systems, First Responders and Patients Amid Covid-19 Pandemic

●

PG&E - PG&E and the PG&E Corporation Foundation Donates Nearly 1 Million N95 and Surgical Masks to Hospitals,
Emergency Responders

●

PhRMA - Helping those Affected by the Coronavirus

●

Uber - Committed to helping

●

UnitedHealth Group - United Health Foundation Launches Partnerships to Support Communities Hard Hit by the
COVID-19 Pandemic
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